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Description 2024 Airstream Globetrotter 25FB, Airstream Globetrotter travel trailer 25FB
highlights: Queen Bed L-Shaped Lounge Separated Bathroom Seamless
Composite Flooring Exterior Shower ? Enjoy a home away from home with this
travel trailer! The L-shaped lounge provides a comfortable place to enjoy a meal,
play a card game, and even transform into an extra sleeping space for a guest or
two smaller guests. The ultra-modern kitchen has a stainless steel three burner
cooktop, a Baraldi vent, a 6.8 cu. ft. refrigerator, and a deep stainless steel Moen
sink to make clean up easier. The bright white DuPont Corian countertops help
light bounce off of the aluminum walls making for a brighter atmosphere and they
also have built-in multifunctional storage bins that are flush with the surface
behind the sink. Up front there is a queen bed with an AdaptaFlex memory foam
mattress for you to enjoy a good night's rest or watch a movie with the LED TV.
The separated bathroom allows one person to freshen up in the shower with a
seat while another uses the private toilet and vanity! ? Each one of these
Airstream Globetrotter travel trailers are built to last a lifetime with a structural
frame and durable fabrics! European inspired and American made with a
minimalist design that includes crisp, clean lines and delicate neutral colors for a
sophisticated beauty with soft curves, panoramic windows , wrap-around
upholstery, and backlighting. The HITCH seating upholstery has a fine woven
texture, a subtle metallic tip print, and a distinctive two-tone feel, as well as
durable and stain-resistant. You won't have to go far when charging your
electronics thanks to the strategically placed USB and 110V outlets throughout.
The QuietStream ducted A/C system can quickly cool the inside and also has a
heat pump to pull ambient heat from the air. Come choose your favorite model
today!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21140108
VIN Number: 35764-21140108
Condition: New
Length: 25
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Item address Monticello, Minnesota, United States
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